Introduction
In [3] J. Mather gives the relation between the numbers introduced by Thorn in [7] and certain numbers that he obtains for an ideal in the power series ring on n indeterminates over a field k of characteristic zero.
The main tool in this direction is the concept of Jacobian extension of ideals. Also Mount and Villamayor have introduced this concept in [6] making use of the Fitting invariant theory ( [2] , [4] ).
The object of this work is to extend the numbers associated by Mather for a given ideal I <= k [[.x'i, ...» ^n]] where k is now a field of positive characteristic.
So the first concept to extend was the one of Jacobian extension of ideals and this was possible making use of the Fitting ideals [6] corresponding to the "higher order differentials 5) , and certain operators introduced by Dieudonne in [1] .
Modules of differentials [8]
In this work ring or A:-algebra will mean unitary and commutative.
1.1.
Given a fc-algebra A we define 0 :AxA->AO(^,A) = a.b which is ^-bilinear so there is a well defined linear morphism 0 such that the diagram commutes.
( 1 ) This work was partially supported by a fellowship of the Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cientificas Tecnicas (Argentina). We define now T^ : A -^ I (A/A;) by T^ (a) = 1 ® a-a ® 1 which has the following properties:
(i)T,(l)=0; (ii) Tfc is fc-linear; (iii) T,(a.&)=aT,(&)+6T,(a)+Tfc(a)T,(A).
The application T^ will be called the universal Taylor fc-map. If B is an A-algebra a map L: A->B which has properties (i), (ii) and (iii) will be called a Taylor ^-map. 
Conversely, if h: D" (R/k) -> M is an R-linear morphism then h o T": R -> M is a k-linear derivation of order n.
Proof. -First of all let us show by induction on n that given a set { XQ, ..., x^ } in R and { 
Let L: R -> M be a fc-linear derivation of order n. By Lemma 1.2 there is one and only one morphism /z*: I(R//Q-^M of R-modules such that A* o T^ = L. To complete the proof we note that h* is zero on I (R/A:)"^: 4° S^RIE -TOME 11 -1978 -N° 1
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Let 9: D» (R/fc) -> D" (R/fc) be the natural projection 6 T^ = f^ is obviously a fc-linear derivation of order n and a pair (f^, D" (R/^)) is universal with the properties of Theorem 1.4 if we restrict ourselves to the subcategory of separated modules in the M-adic topology [8] . NOTE 1.6.-Let A, B be fe-algebras, a ^-algebra morphism \\ A -> B gives B a structure of A-algebra and D" (B/k) becomes an A-module.
Since T^ is a fe-linear derivation of order n there is a unique A-module morphism d(K) such that the diagram
D^A^-^D^B/fe) commutes.
An analogous proof will show that given A, B local fe-algebras and 'k: A -> B a local morphism of fc-algebras there will be a morphism rf(X):
td ITŜ Given a local regular fe-algebra R with maximal ideal M we will denote R* the completion of R in the M-adic topology.
Suppose A: R->N is a fc-linear derivation of order n (1.3) on a complete separated R-module N. 
IfD" (R/fc) is a finitely generated R-module then 1 g) d(i) splits. 
PROPOSITION 2.8 ([9] Lemma 4.7). -Under the above conditions
Proof. -D" (R/fe) is finitely generated by Corollary 2.7 and Proposition 1.8 so
Applying now Proposition 2.3: D^R*/^ ^ R* g^D^R/^QN for some R*-submodule N.
If Y: D" (R*/fc) -^ P is a R*-linear morphism of separated modules and if R* ^p^CR/fc) c: ker y then y corresponds to a ^-linear derivation of orders. A: R* -> p for A = y o T^ so A (i (r)) = 0 if r e R, f: R -> R* the natural inclusion. We showed above that given any separated R*-module P and a R*-linear map
Since pod (i) = 0, then p = 0, so N = 0 as was to be shown.
Jacobian extensions
3.1. Let us consider a finitely generated A-module M and the following exact sequence O-^R-^A'^-^M-^O where R is the set of ^-tuples such that their image by (p is zero. We can form a matrix whose rows are vectors that generate R as A-module, and for any natural number s; 1 ^ s ^ n we define fs (M) = < det (MJ > ideal generated by determinants of M^, where M^ runs over all (n-s+l)x(n-s^-l) sub-matrices we can obtain from that matrix. And /^ (M) = A if t > n.
Fitting [2] shows that these ideals are independent of the solution given before. 
The ideals /, (M) will be called Fitting ideals.
If A is a local ring we will denote by/(M) the biggest proper Fitting, ideal.
If
A is a local ring I = rad (A) and R c: IA" then/(M) is the ideal generated by the coefficients of the n-tuples that belong to R, i. e. /(M) ==/" (M).
In what follows A = k [[^i, ..., x^\~\ will be the formal power series in n independent variables over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0, F as before will be the Frobenious morphism, F (a) = aP, M == rad (A) and R.S.P. will mean a regular system of parameters. (Lemma 3.6). for the Fitting theory we will restrict our attention to the coordinates of the elements of AI which do not belong to the ideal E, let us say to the coordinates on the monomials of the form 
<=0 j=l i^l 4" SERIE -TOME 11 -1978 -N° 1
Hence only the last summand will affect the coordinates of T/ on the monomials r rF k+l y,,j>s(k+l). Extending the set { y^ ..., y^} to a regular system of parameters { y^ ..., y^ } he shows that the Jacobian extension of I is 5o(I)=/I,^-/eIj>5\.
Now, T (£
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What we do in Proposition 3.7 and the definition that follows is to extend the concept in such a way to obtain a good definition in series over fields of positive characteristic of the operator P also introduced in [3] p(I) = ^(So®)^ ... +(8 fc o(I)) k+l + ...
For which there is a R.S.P. [y^ ...,^} and a sequence of non-negative numbers since (x?, ..., x^) is closed by the action of the partial derivations (it is also the biggest ideal with this property as shown in Lemma 3.6), then F" and his partial derivations will always be in (x^, ..., x^) <= M 2 so will never affect the numbers s(k) obtained in [3] .
Another important difference of the operator 5o in positive characteristic is the following, If characteristic of k is zero, let s (k) = rank ( §o (I)) if m is such that We have to define the operators 8, P and the Thom-Boardman numbers in order to solve these problems when characteristic of k is not zero. There must be a e Z" such that k^ + 0 and M, ^ ja^: We will show that the ideal s^ depends only on I and not on the R.S.P. { y^ ..., y^ } in the conditions of Definition 4. Note. -The only information that we have of these 3 examples in characteristic p ^ 0 using the same method that in characteristic zero is the one given by TB (I, 0) with the last integer repeated infinite times.
In examples 2 and 3 if we define the ideal ? (I) as in characteristic zero: [3] .
